FEELINGS CIRCLE

WHAT IS IT? A group meeting to share feelings.

WHAT IS IT ABOUT? Building feelings vocabulary and emotion knowledge.

THE BIG IDEA
Coming together to talk about our feelings helps us learn about emotions and build our feelings vocabulary. Talking about feelings helps us to better understand ourselves and build stronger relationships.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Choose a time to do this 15-minute routine (suggested: morning meeting, pre-academics, after recess).
2. Gather students to sit or stand in a circle and greet them as they join. You might begin the circle with a mindfulness or visualization activity.
3. Start by saying THE BIG IDEA and then take a few minutes to discuss the following: “What are feelings? How do you know how you’re feeling? What does it feel like in your body?”
4. After some discussion, ask, “How are you feeling today?” Ask volunteers to share why.

MATERIALS
None required.

MUST DO: Go around the circle and give everyone the opportunity to share. Expand feelings vocabulary by introducing more complex feelings words over the year (e.g., trepidation, shame, uncertainty, glee, enamored, elated).

CAN ADAPT: Use emotion words (e.g., happy, sad, scared, mad), or metaphoric expressions (e.g., weather metaphor: sunny, cloudy, partly cloudy, etc.), or rate your mood on your fingers (5 fingers = excellent mood; 1 finger = terrible mood).
AFTER THE ACTIVITY, DEBRIEF:

• What was it like to share your feelings? Are there times you don’t want to share your feelings?
• What times at school or home do you need to share how you’re feeling? Why is this important?
• Do your feelings affect your behavior? What can they make you do?
• Did [historical figure] have feelings? How do you think he/she/they felt during [historical event]?
  What did those feelings cause him/her/them do?

OVER THE YEAR...

Sixth grade is a time to continue to weave emotions into other learning activities and understand their links to broader conversations about the world and events.

To start, focus on building familiarity with different feelings words. Have students write feelings poems:

1. Using a metaphor, have them describe their feeling, comparing it to a person, place, or thing that is meaningful to them. Give a few examples (e.g., _ is a train; _ is a pillow; _ is a lion on the prowl, etc.).
2. Then, list characteristics of the second noun, place or thing. Example: “Excitement is a train (fast, moving, destination, track).”

Explore how emotions provide fuel or motivation for individual behavior and group events. Add into your circle time a discussion about how feelings influence words and actions. Have the group brainstorm different examples of how emotions motivate social, political, civic, and historical events. For example, when learning about history, science, or social studies, ask how individuals might have been feeling in moments of discovery, change, revolution, tragedy, etc. Ask about the feelings of different characters at different moments in the story/narrative – and how those feelings were tied to behavior or action.